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Are there more forces? 
particles? symmetries?

Adapted from: Maury Tigner; Physics Today  54, 36-40 (2001) — Originally from Persis Drell

Explain mass and relative 
strengths of the fundamental 

forces

Are there extra dimensions?  
What is the structure of 

spacetime?

What is the structure and 
fate of the Universe?

What is the right description of 
gravity, and where does it become 

relevant for particle physics?

Is there unification of all forces? What 
breaks it?

What breaks electroweak symmetry? 
What is the origin of mass?

What is the physics beyond the SM? 
New particles? New interactions?

Flavor puzzles:  
Can we understand the masses,  

and fermions mixing?Why 3 families? 
Where does CP violation come from?

Can we explain the universe? 
Is it matter dominated?  

Cosmological constant?  
What is dark-matter?

pp collider 
100 TeV

Muon 
collider

e+e- 
collider 
Z factory

e+e- collider 
multi-TeV

Neutrino 
factory

e+e- collider 
Higgs factory

B, τ, charm 
factories

pp collider  
LHC 14 TeV

Particle 
astrophysics
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The highest energy possible

The highest luminosity possible

As low backgrounds as possible

After the Higgs boson discovery, no other new physics found 
Need to also pursue outstanding precision 

- PRECISION IS ESSENTIAL -



High Energy Colliders
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Hadron Colliders Lepton Colliders

 LHC, HL-LHC 2026-2036

HE-LHC: pp 27 TeV

pp 100 TeV, 100 km collider

SppC, FCC-hh

Electron-positron Colliders

Linear machines

ILC, CLIC

Circular machines

CEPC, FCC-ee

Muon Colliders

Proton driver (MAP) 
Low emittance (LEMMA)

EIC, LHeC, FCC-eh and VHEeP: e-hadron scattering — precision PDF

40/50 TeV?



Hadron versus lepton colliders

1. Proton are compound objects 

• Initial state unknown  (particle and 

momentum) 

• Limits achievable precision 

2. High rates of QCD background 

• Complex triggers 

• High levels of radiation 

• Detector design focus on radiation hardness 

of many sub-detectors  

3. Very high-energy circular colliders feasible
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1. Electrons are point-like particles 

• Initial state well-defined (particle, energy, 
polarization?) 

• High-precision measurements 

2. Clean experimental environment 

• No (less) need for triggers 

• Lower levels of radiation  

3. Very high-energies require linear 
colliders

S/B ~ 10-10 S/B ~ 10-3



High-energy e+e- collider projects
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Future	Circular	Collider	(FCC-ee):	CERN	
e+e-,	√s:	90	-	350	(365)	GeV;	FCC-hh	pp	
Circumference:	97.75	km	

Circular	Electron	Positron	Collider	
(CEPC),	China	
e+e-,	√s:	90-240	GeV;	SPPC	pp,		
Circumference:	100	km	

2	EP	R&D	kick-off,	November	20,		2017	

International	Linear	Collider	(ILC):		
Japan	(Kitakami)	
e+e-,	√s:	250	–	500	GeV	(1	TeV)	
Length:	17	km,	31	km	(50	km)	

high-energy	e+e-	collider	projects		

Compact	Linear	Collider	(CLIC):	CERN	
e+e-,	√s:	380	GeV,	1.5	TeV,	3	TeV	
Length:	11	km,	29	km	,	50	km	
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FCC - Amsterdam 2018
CepC - CDR 2018
CepC - CDR 2018 - 2 T at Z pole
ILC - HK Jan. 2017
ILC - Lumi Upgrade TDR
ILC - New 240 GeV - HK 2018
CLIC 99% - Rebaseline 2016
CLIC total - Rebaseline 2016

 collider luminosities-e+e
Luminosity performance in e+e- colliders
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Linear Colliders 
•Can reach much higher 

energy 
•Luminosity increases with 

increasing energy 
•Beam polarization possible 

at all energies

Peak luminosity at LEP2 (209 GeV) was ~1032 cm-2s-1

Circular Colliders 
•Luminosity increases with 

decreasing energy 
•Huge luminosity at lower 

energies 
•Expensive to run at higher 

energies

Z

WW

ZH

tt-

FCC-ee: SR power/beam = 50 MW 

CEPC(W/H): SR power/beam = 30 MW 
CEPC(Z): SR power/beam = 16.5 MW 

100× LEP

- Small beam size and high 
beam power 

- Beamstrahlung, energy 
spread 



Physics programs — depending on energy reach
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Physics programme and detector requirements

Energy reach ! physics programmes

Physics programmes focus on precision measurements of

FCC-ee: Z, W, Higgs, top
CEPC: Higgs (Z, W under discussion)
ILC: Higgs, top, direct high-mass BSM searches
CLIC: Higgs, top, direct high-mass BSM searches

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 17 / 51

Focus on precision measurements

CEPC Z, W, Higgs
FCC-ee Z, W, Higgs, top

ILC/CLIC
Higgs, top + Direct high-mass BSM

} + (mostly) Indirect BSM



Experimental conditions in 
linear and circular colliders
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Impact on detector design



Beam-induced backgrounds
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Experimental conditions

Beam-induced backgrounds

Linear collider: Achieve high luminosities by using extremly small beam sizes
! 3TeV CLIC: Bunch size: sx;y;z = {40 nm; 1 nm; 44 µm} ! beam-beam interactions

gg ! hadrons

Main backgrounds (pT > 20MeV, q > 7.3�)

Incoherent e+e� pairs:

19k particles / bunch train at 3TeV
High occupancies
! Impact on detector granularity

gg ! hadrons

17k particles / bunch train at 3TeV
Main background in calorimeters
and trackers
! Impact on detector

granularity and physics

————————————————————————————————–

Circular colliders: Same processes + synchroton radiation
Background yields depend strongly on beam energy ! currently under study

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 10 / 51

Linear collider: Achieve high luminosities by using extremely small beam sizes 
 
3 TeV CLIC: Bunch size: σx:y:z = {40 nm; 1 nm; 44 μm} → beam-beam interactions  

Main Backgrounds (pT > 20 MeV, θ > 7.3o)

Incoherent e+e- pairs: 
• 19k particles/bunch train at 3 TeV 
• High occupancies 
→ Impact on detector granularity

γγ → hadrons: 
• 17k particles/bunch train at 3 TeV 
• Main background in calorimeters and 
trackers 
→ Impact on detector granularity and 
physics

Circular collider: same processes but to much low extent, plus synchrotron radiation



Synchrotron radiation in circular colliders
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Property FCC-ee (100 km) CEPC (100 km)

Beam energy (GeV) 45.6 80 120 175 45.6 80 120

Energy loss/turn (GeV) 0.03 0.33 1.67 7.55 0.036 0.34 1.73

∼
E4

beam

m4
e × r

Synchrotron radiation:

Experimental conditions

Synchrotron radiation in circular colliders

Synchrotron radiation from bending
high-energy electron beam on circular
trajectory

Limit synchrotron radiation in
interaction region by bending the
beams as little as possible upstream
to the IP ! “Asymmetric layout”

FCC-ee simualtions

Current CEPC baseline

Property Unit FCC-ee (100 km) CEPC (54 km)
Energy/beam GeV 45.6 80 120 175 120

Energy loss / turn GeV 0.03 0.33 1.67 7.55 3.11

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 14 / 51

asymmetric layout

2.75 GeV/turn lost at LEP at E 
= 105 GeV  

(0.09 GeV/turn at E = 45 
GeV)



Duty cycle and bunch separation in linear colliders
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Experimental conditions

Duty cycle and bunch separation in linear colliders

20ms

156ns

Not to scale

Beam structure:

0.5ns

CLIC@3TeV/ILC@500GeV /

/

/

200ms

727us

554nsLinear colliders operate in bunch trains
! Low duty cycle
! Possibility of power pulsing of detectors
Bunch separation impacts on detector design

Property ILC CLICp
s 500GeV 1TeV 380GeV 3TeV

Repetition rate 5Hz 4Hz 50Hz 50Hz
Train duration 727 µs 897 µs 178 ns 156 ns
BX / train 1312 2450 356 312
Bunch separation 554 ns 366 ns 0.5 ns 0.5 ns
Duty cycle 0.36% 0.36% 0.00089% 0.00078%

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 11 / 51

Experimental conditions

Duty cycle and bunch separation in linear colliders

Linear colliders operate in bunch trains
! Low duty cycle
! Possibility of power pulsing of detectors
Bunch separation impacts on detector design

Property ILC CLICp
s 500GeV 1TeV 380GeV 3TeV

Repetition rate 5Hz 4Hz 50Hz 50Hz
Train duration 727 µs 897 µs 178 ns 156 ns
BX / train 1312 2450 356 312
Bunch separation 554 ns 366 ns 0.5 ns 0.5 ns
Duty cycle 0.36% 0.36% 0.00089% 0.00078%

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 11 / 51

Linear collider operates 
in bunch trains

ILC 250 GeV similar specs

→ Low duty cycle 
→ Possibility to power pulse the detectors

Impacts detector design



High luminosities in circular colliders
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Property FCC-ee (100 km) CEPC (100 km)

Beam energy (GeV) 45.6 80 120 175 45.6 80 120

Luminosity/IP (1034cm-2s-1) 230 28 8.5 1.5 32 10 3

Bunches/beam 16640 2000 393 48 12000 1524 242

Bunch separation (ns) 20 160 830 8300 25 260 680

Experimental conditions

High luminosities in circular colliders

Property

Unit

FCC-ee (100 km)

CEPC (54km)

Beam
energy

GeV
45.6

80
120

175

120

Luminosity/IP

10 34
cm �2

s �1

90
19

5.1
1.3

2.0

Bunches / beam

91500
5260

780
81

50

Bunch separation

ns
2.5

50
400

4000

-

Luminosities of up to ⇠
10 36

cm �2
s �1

Large number of bunches

Consequences for detector design

Crossing angle of qc =
30mrad †

to

avoid parasitic collisions

Bunch separation impacts on detector

designNo power pulsing of detectors

FCC-ee beam
pipe proposal

†
CLIC: qc =

20mrad

Vertex det. &
Beam

pipes &

Eva Sicking
(CERN)

Detector challenges for high-energy e +
e�

colliders

May 22, 2017

12 / 51

Luminosity up to ~ 1036 cm-2s-1 

Large number of bunches

Crossing angle of θc ~ 30 mrad 
to avoid parasitic collisions

FCC-ee

Consequences for detector design

Crossing angle at IP 
Bunch separation impacts overall designs 

No power pulsing of detectors



Detector requirements from physics
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Momentum resolution :
•  Higgs recoil mass, Higgs coupling to muons, smuon endpoint

• c/b-tagging, Higgs branching ratios

• Separation of W/Z/H in di-jet modes

• Forward electron and photon tagging

σpT
/p2

T ∼ 2 × 10−5GeV−1

for jets above 50 GeV

Impact parameter resolution:

Jet energy resolution:

Large angular coverage

σrϕ ∼ a ⊕ b/(p[GeV]sin3
2 θ) μm

Physics programme and detector requirements Linear colliders

Linear collider detector needs

Momentum resolution
Higgs recoil mass, smuon endpoint,
Higgs coupling to muons

! �pT/p
2
T ⇠ 2⇥ 10�5GeV�1 above 100GeV

Impact parameter resolution
c/b-tagging, Higgs branching ratios

! �r' ⇠ a� b/(p[GeV] sin
3
2 q)µm

a = 5 µm, b = 10� 15 µm

Jet energy resolution
Separation of W/Z/H di-jets

! �E/E ⇠ 3.5% for jets at 50-1000GeV

Angular coverage
Very forward electron and photon tagging

! Down to q = 10mrad (h = 5.3)

Requirements from beam structure and
beam-induced background

! Note: Ongoing study to re-define needs for
precision measurements
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Example: H! µµ @ 3TeV

Example: W/Z separation

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 18 / 51

a = 5 μm, b = 10-15 μm

σE /E ∼ 3.5 %

• Solenoid field, beam structure, beam induced backgrounds
Requirements from beam environment

for high-pT



Generic detector requirements for high-energy e+e- colliders
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Precision measurements 
Require excellent momentum resolution and flavor tagging 

Low-mass vertex and tracking detectors, high granularity 

Require excellent energy resolution 
Employ excellent calorimeters (particle flow, dual readout)

Subsystem Measurement

Vertex detector
vertex position

impact parameter → helps determine flavor
track momenta of charged particles

Tracking detector track momenta of charged particles
ECAL: electromagnetic calorimeter energy of γ, e± and hadrons 

HCAL: hadronic calorimeter energy of hadrons (including neutrals)
Magnet system bend charged particles → momentum measurement
Muon system identify muons

Hermicity missing energy (e.g. ν )
Luminosity detectors luminosity

Complementary subsystems

No major concerns about radiation hardness, 
unless for very forward detectors and  
inner most layer of vertex detector



Detector Concepts
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ILC Detectors
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1.2. Silicon-based Tracking

Figure II-1.2
SiD quadrant view.

the high magnetic field, makes for a very compact system, thereby minimising the size and costs of
the calorimetry.

To provide for a very robust track-finding performance the baseline choice for the vertex detector
is a sensor technology that provides time-stamping of each hit with su�cient precision to assign it to
a particular bunch crossing. This significantly suppresses backgrounds.

Several technologies are being developed. One of them is a CMOS-based monolithic pixel sensor
called Chronopixel. The main goal for the design is a pixel size of about 10 ◊ 10 µm2 with 99%
charged-particle e�ciency. Prototype devices have demonstrated that the concept works; what should
be a fully functional chip is presently under test. More challenging is the 3D vertical integrated silicon
technology, for which a full demonstration is also close.

Minimising the support material is critical to the development of a high-performance vertex
detector. Di�erent groups are studying an array of low-mass materials such as reticulated foams and
silicon-carbide materials. An alternative approach that is being pursued very actively is the embedding
of thinned, active sensors in ultra low-mass media. This line of R&D explores thinning active silicon
devices to such a thickness that the silicon becomes flexible. The devices can then be embedded in,
for example, Kapton structures, providing extreme versatility in designing and constructing a vertex
detector.

Power delivery must be accomplished without exceeding the material budget and over heating
the detector. The vertex detector design relies on power pulsing during bunch trains to minimise
heating and uses forced air for cooling.

Detectors: SiD Detailed Baseline Design ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part II 59

• All silicon vertex detector + tracker 
• B-field: 5 Tesla

~ 6 m

~ 5.7 m

~ 1.2 m

Chapter 1. ILD: Executive Summary

Figure III-1.2
Quadrant view of the
ILD detector concept.
The interaction point
is in the lower right
corner of the picture.
Dimensions are in mm.

1.1 ILD philosophy and challenges

The particle flow paradigm translates into a detector design which stresses the topological recon-
struction of events. A direct consequence of this is the need for a detector system which can separate
e�ciently charged and neutral particles, even inside jets. This emphazises the spatial resolution for
all detector systems. A highly granular calorimeter system is combined with a central tracker which
stresses redundancy and e�ciency. The whole system is immersed in a strong magnetic field of
3.5 T. In addition, e�cient reconstruction of secondary vertices and very good momentum resolution
for charged particles are essential for an ILC detector. An artistic view of the detector is shown in
Figure III-1.1, a vew of a quarter of the detector is seen in Figure III-1.2.

The interaction region of the ILC is designed to host two detectors, which can be moved in and
out of the beam position with a “push-pull” scheme. The mechanical design of ILD and the overall
integration of subdetectors takes these operational constraints into account.

The ILC is designed to investigate the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. It will
allow the study of the newly found higgs-like particle at 126 GeV. It will search for and explore new
physics at energy scales up to 1 TeV. In addition, the collider will provide a wealth of information on
standard model (SM) physics, for example top physics, heavy flavour physics, and physics of the Z
and W bosons, as discussed earlier in this document. A typical event (tt̄ at 500 GeV) is shown in
Figure III-1.3. The requirements for a detector are, therefore, that multi-jet final states, typical for
many physics channels, can be reconstructed with high accuracy. The jet energy resolution should be
su�ciently good that the hadronic decays of the W and Z can be separated. This translates into a
jet energy resolution of ‡E/E ≥ 3 ≠ 4% (equivalent to 30%/

Ô
E at 100 GeV). Secondary vertices

which are relevant for many studies involving heavy flavours should be reconstructable with good
e�ciency and purity. Highly e�cient tracking is needed with large solid-angle coverage.

186 ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part III

ILD

SiD

• Tracker: Time Projection Chamber (TPC) 
•B-field: 3.5 - 4 Tesla

Calorimeter:  
Fine grained (PFA)



ILC detectors: Push-Pull  (SiD <—> ILD)
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Chapter 2. Description of Common Tasks and Common Issues

2.3.4.2 Mountainous ILC sites

The ILC sites that are under study in Japan are in mountain regions. Therefore it is not possible to
have vertical access shafts of ¥100 m length into the underground caverns. Instead, access will be
provided by means of a horizontal access tunnel of ¥1 km length. The diameter of this tunnel will be
given by the largest parts that need to be delivered into the experimental cavern in one piece. This
would be the coil of the ILD detector solenoid that has a diameter of ¥9 m so the tunnel diameter
would be in the order of 11 m. The transport system in the tunnel limits the mass of the parts to a
maximum of ¥400 t.

Due to this boundary conditions, a modified detector installation scheme needs to be followed.
In that case, still most parts of the detector would be pre-assembled and tested in the surface areas.
However, more assembly work needs to be done underground. As for example the big yoke rings of
ILD could not be transported through the tunnel, the assembly of the iron yoke needs to be done
in the underground cavern. Also the installation of the solenoid and the calorimeters needs to be
done in situ. Additional underground space and working time is needed in the mountain site cases of
the ILC. Figure I-2.11 (bottom) shows a generic timeline for the installation of the detectors in the
mountain sites. The timelines for the detector assemblies, the civil construction and the machine
installation are interwoven.

2.3.5 Experimental area layout

The experimental area layouts for the di�erent ILC sites need to fulfil the boundary conditions that
are given by the installation schemes of the detectors, the needs for a safe and e�cient running of
the machine and both detectors in push-pull mode, and need to allow for e�cient maintenance of the
technical installations.

2.3.5.1 Flat surface ILC sites

Figure I-2.12 shows the conceptual design of the underground experimental cavern for the flat surface
ILC sites. The hall layout follows a Z-shape where the platforms transport the detectors perpendicular
to the beam line. Each detector has a parking cavern where the detector could be opened for service
and maintenance. One big 18 m diameter shaft enters the hall directly over the interaction point
(IP). This shaft will be used for the initial assembly of both detectors. The large pre-assembled parts
can be loaded directly onto the platforms. Two service shafts in the maintenance caverns will be used
for services and for access in maintenance periods of one detector while the other one is taking data
on the IP. Two smaller elevator shafts are foreseen for people and material transport as well as for
safety egress.

Figure I-2.12
SiD and ILD in the
experimental hall for
the American (flat
surface) ILC site.

42 ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part I

Chapter 2. Description of Common Tasks and Common Issues

Figure I-2.9
Platform support con-
cept for the push-pull
system. Left - ILD;
right - SiD

K. Buesser ILD MDI

Reducing ILD Beam Height

• Beam height difference between SiD and ILD: 1.6m
• This results in different floor levels in the underground hall

5MDI/Integration meeting M. Joré – ILD beam height studies

How it looks like ?

18 m18 m

3.8 m2.2 m

From M. Oriunno @ SiD workshop 2010 after CERN workshop

� It seems interesting to reduce the difference as much as possible

13

2.3.3 Shielding
2.3.3.1 Radiation

The ILC detectors are self-shielding with respect to ionising radiation that stems from maximum
credible beam loss scenarios [50]. Additional shielding in the hall is necessary to fill the gap between
the detector and the wall in the beam position. The design of this beam line shielding needs to
accommodate both detectors, SiD and ILD, that are of significant size di�erences.

A common ‘pac-man’ design has been developed, where the movable shielding parts are attached
to the wall of the detector hall - respectively to the tunnel stubs of the collider - and match to
interface pieces that are borne by the experiments (c.f. Figure I-2.10).

Figure I-2.10
Design of the beam line
shielding compatible
with two detectors of
di�erent sizes.

Pacman Door Pacman Door

Adapter Piece Adapter Piece

ILD SiD

40 ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part I

Only one interaction point at a linear collider Swap detectors IN and OUT

Movable platforms, keeping services connected 
and allowing fast re-alignment

Full process to take about two days



Detector concepts

CLIC detector: CLICdet

SiD/ILD-inspired

detector concept

B-field of 4T
Large silicon
tracker R=1.5m
QD0 outside
detector
! increase HCAL
forward
acceptance

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 24 / 51

CLIC: CLICdet
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SiD/ILD inspired detector

• Silicon vertex detector + tracker 
• R = 1.5 m 

• B-field: 4 Tesla 
• Calorimeter: Fine grained — particle flow analysis

Final focus magnets (QD0) 
outside detector:  

→ increase HCAL forward acceptance



FCC-ee: CLD - CLIC inspired detector
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CLD detector layout

CLD model

R [m]

Z [m]

2.1

3.5

4.2

6.0

2.3 3.7 5.4

Full silicon tracking system - provides
>12 hits per track

Fine-grained ECAL and HCAL
optimised for particle flow
reconstruction

Superconducting solenoid is outside of
the calorimeter

Steel return yoke with muon chambers

Forward detector region (< 150 mrad)
is reserved for Machine-Detector
Interface (accommodates LumiCal)

Support structures, cables and
services are included in the model

Oleksandr Viazlo CLD detector model overview 5/ 18

CLD vs CLICdet dimensions

CLICdet CLD

VTX Barrel 31-60 mm =) 17-59 mm

VTX Endcap Spirals =) Disks

Tracker radius 1486 mm =) 2100 mm

ECAL thickness 40 layers, 22 X0 =) 40 layers, 22 X0

HCAL thickness 60 layers, 7.5 �I =) 44 layers, 5.5 �I

Yoke thickness 1989 mm =) 1521 mm

MDI (forward region) =) < 150 mrad

Solenoid field 4 Tesla =) 2 Tesla

Overall dimensions of CLIC and FCC-ee detectors

Oleksandr Viazlo CLD detector model overview 20/ 18

Final focus magnet inside detector: L* = 2.2 m

Lower magnetic field to not disturb beam

Larger tracker radius

Smaller radius HCAL, given lower √s

Post-CDR:  beam pipe at IP radius reduced from 15 mm to 10 mm 



CEPC: 2.5 detector concepts
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Baseline detector 
ILD-like  
(3 Tesla)

Final two detectors likely to be a mix and match of different options

DR
AF

T-
0

8 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS

Figure 3.2: Schematic layout of the IDEA detector. Sub-detectors are outlined in different colors :
vertex detector (red), drift chamber (green), pre-shower (orange), magnet (gray), calorimeter (blue),
magnet yoke and muon system (violet).

pixel technology as well as profit from the electronic and mechanical work of the ALICE
ITS.

Outside the vertex detector we find a 4 m long cylindrical drift chamber starting from
a radius of ⇠30 cm and extending until 2 m. The chamber can be made extremely light,
with low mass wires and operation on 90% helium gas; less than 1% X0 is considered
feasible for 90� tracks. Additional features of this chamber, which is described in detail in
section 6.3, are a good spatial resolution, <100 µm, dE/dx resolution at the 2% level and
a maximum drift time of only 150 nsec. Track momentum resolution of about 0.5% for
100 GeV tracks is expected when vertex detector and pre-shower information is included
in the track fit. It is worth noting that the design of this chamber is the evolution of work
done over many years on two existing chambers, that of the KLOE detector [12] and that
of the recent MEG experiment upgrade [13]; major R&D work was done also for the 4th
concept at ILC [14] and then for the Mu2E tracker [15].

A pre-shower is located between the drift chamber and the magnet in the barrel region
and between the drift chamber and the end-cap calorimeter in the forward region. This
detector consists of a ⇠1 X0 = 0.5 cm of lead followed by a layer of silicon micro-strip
detectors. A second layer of MPGD chambers is located between the magnet and the
calorimeter in the barrel region, while in the end-cap region an additional layer of lead
is placed between the silicon and the chambers. This way about 75% of the ⇡0’s can be
tagged by having both �’s from their decay identified by the pre-shower. The silicon layer,
besides increasing the tracking resolution, provides a very precise acceptance determina-
tion for both charged particles and �’s. The optimization of pre-shower thickness and
calorimeter resolution is still in progress.

A solenoidal magnet surrounds the tracking system and the first pre-shower layer.
Presently planned dimensions are 6 m of length and 4.2 m inner diameter. The relatively
low two Tesla field and the small dimensions have important implications on the overall
magnet package thickness, that can be kept at the 30-40 cm level, and on the size of the

Low 
magnetic field 

concept 
(2 Tesla)
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Figure 5.16: The R-Z view of the full silicon tracker proposed for CEPC (left) and the enlarged version
of SID design (right).
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Figure 5.17: The number of expected hits are shown as function of track pesuro-rapadity.

Full silicon  
tracker 

concept

CEPC plans for  
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Particle Flow Approach



CEPC + FCC-ee: IDEA  
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Vertex: Similar to CEPC default  
* Drift chamber: 4 m long; Radius ~30-200 cm, 
~ 1.6% X0 , 112 layers
Preshower: ~1 X0

* Dual-readout calorimeter: 2 m/8 λint 
* (yoke) muon chambers (MPGD)

Magnet: 2 Tesla, 2.1 m radius

    Thin (~ 30 cm), low-mass (~0.8 X0)

132 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS, PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS AND DETECTOR CONCEPTS

Figure 3.11: Schematic layout of the IDEA detector.

it to be located between the calorimeter and the tracking volume without a significant1

performance loss.2

The innermost detector, surrounding the 1.5 cm radius beam pipe, is a silicon pixel3

detector for the precise determination of the impact parameter of charged particle tracks.4

Recent test beam results on the detectors planned for the ALICE inner tracker system5

(ITS) upgrade, based on the ALPIDE readout chip [21], indicate an excellent resolution,6

⇠5 µm, and high efficiency at low power and dark noise rate [22]. This looks like a good7

starting point for the IDEA vertex detector and a similar approach is proposed for the8

CEPC baseline detector (see Section4.1). The two detector concepts could then share the9

same pixel technology as well as profit from the electronic and mechanical work of the10

ALICE ITS.11

Outside the vertex detector we have a 4 m long cylindrical drift chamber starting from12

a radius of ⇠35 cm and extending until 2 m. The chamber can be made extremely light,13

with low mass wires and operation using 90% helium gas; less than 1% X0 is considered14

feasible for 90� tracks. Additional features of this chamber, which is described in detail in15

Section 4.4, are a good spatial resolution, <100 µm, dE/dx resolution at the 2% level and16

a maximum drift time of only 400 ns. A layer of silicon microstrip detectors surrounds the17

drift chamber in both barrel and forward/backward regions. Track momentum resolution18

of less then 0.5% for 100 GeV tracks is expected when vertex detector and silicon wrapper19

information is included in the track fit. It is worth noting that the design of this chamber is20

the evolution of work done over many years on two existing chambers, that of the KLOE21

detector [23] and that of the recent MEG experiment upgrade [24]; major R&D work was22

done also for the 4th concept detector at ILC [25] and then for the Mu2E tracker [26].23

Only concept with calorimeter outside the coil



Detector Challenges
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Machine-detector interface (MDI) in circular colliders

�25

High luminosities Final focusing quadrupole (QD0) needs to be very close to IP 
L* = 2.2 m at FCC-ee and CEPC

Interaction Region

• Layout of the interaction region: extremely limited space for 
several critical components → trade-offs, optimizations toward 
a more realistic design

Machine-Detector Interface, H. Zhu 313-15 Sept 2018

L* = 2.2 m
Crossing angle 33 mrad

Detector 
acceptance:
> ± 150 mrad

Solenoid magnetic 
field limited:

2-3 Tesla
due to beam emittance 

blow up L*



Synchroton radiation in circular colliders: Shielding
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Experimental conditions

Synchrotron radiation in circular colliders: Shielding

Close to the detector region, additional shielding to prevent synchrotron
radiation/secondary radiation to enter the detector

Cooling of beam pipe needed ! increased material budget at the IP

Z
o
o
m

2
0
ti
m
es

st
ro
n
g
er

Central detector
Luminometer
QD0
HOM absorber
Pumps
SR shielding
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Shielding added to prevent synchrotron radiation/secondary radiation to enter the 
detector 

Cooling of beampipe needed → increases material budget near the interaction point (IP)

FCC-ee

Rates at the inner layer (16 mm): 
Hit density: ~2.5 hits/cm2/BX 
TID:                2.5 MRad/year  
NIEL:             1012 1MeV neq/cm2 

(Safety factors of 10 applied)



Challenges in vertex detectors
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Vertex detector design 
driven by needs of flavor tagging

•  Extremely accurate/precise
•  Extremely light

Large surfaces: ~ 1 m2

Single point resolution
σ < 3 – 5 μm

Pixel pitch 
 ~ 16 – 25 μm

Low material budget 
< 0.1 — 0.3%X0 per layer

Low power dissipation
 ≤ 50 mW/cm2

Thin sensors and ASICs 
Light-weight support

Power pulsing (LC)
Air cooling

Time stamping
~10 ns (CLIC)

~30 ns — μs (ILC/CC)  
Circular colliders:  continuous operation → more cooling → more material 



Silicon pixel-detector technologies
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Si	technologies	pursued	in	CLIC	R&D	

EP	R&D	kick-off,	November	20,		2017	 15	

Systematics	R&D	studies	have	focused	on	Pixel	implementation,	with	Pixel	sizes	around	25×25	μm2	

Studies	equally	valid	for	the	main	tracker,	even	though	it	will	have	larger	cell	sizes	

Hybrid:	Si	sensor	+	ASIC	(65	nm)	
Bump	bonded,	thin	50+50	μm	
TSMC	process	

Hybrid:	HV	CMOS	active	sensor	+	ASIC	(65	nm)	
Capacitive	coupling	(glue)	
(recently	also	fully	integrated	HV	CMOS)	
AMS	process	

Fully	integrated:	HR	CMOS	
TowerJazz	process	

Fully	integrated:	SOI	
Lapis	process	

MAPS 
HV-CMOS 
HR-CMOS 
Mimosa CPS

CLICpix
HV-CMOS
hybrid

SOI
Silicon
-On
-Insulator



Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS) 
Fully Integrated CMOS Technology 

✦ CMOS Image Pixel Sensors —> benefit from 

industrialization 

➡ Commercial process (8” or 12” wafers) 
➡ Multiple vendors  

➡ Potentially cheaper interconnection processes available  

➡ Thin sensor (50-100 um) have less material  

Early Generations 

✦ Charge collection mainly by diffusion 

✦ Timing limited by rolling-shutter readout (μs) 
Recent advances 

✦ Moving towards smaller feature size 

(TowerJazz 180 nm) 
✦ Promising timing performance 
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Detector R&D Silicon pixel detectors

Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS)

Fully integrated CMOS technology

Early generations
Charge collection mainly di↵usion, timing
limited by rolling-shutter r/o (µs)

Recent advances

Moving towards smaller feature size
(180 nm, Tower Jazz) and
higher-resistivity substrates
(few kOhm cm) ! HR-CMOS
Promising timing performance

Successfully deployed in HEP, with
increasingly demanding requirements:

Test-beam telescopes
STAR @ RHIC
CBM MVD @ FAIR
ALICE ITS upgrade
Baseline technology for ILD VTX, under
study for CEPC and CLIC

ALICE ITS upgrade

ALICE HR-CMOS investigator

Talk by Magdalena Münker (Thu.)

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 37 / 51
ALICE ITS

0.3% X0/layer (IB) 
0.8 % X0/layer (OB) 
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MATERIAL REDUCTION
• Non conventional use of Carbon Fibre 

Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) materials for Vertex 
Detectors to match the requirement of 
minimum material budget, high rigidity, 
thermal management. 

140 µm

High thermal conductive carbon  layup

Carbon Nanotubes
Allotrope of carbon with a cylindrical nanostructure
Very high Therma Conductivity ( TC=3500 W/mK)

Graphene
One atomic-layer thin film of carbon atoms in honeycomb lattice.
Graphene shows outstanding thermal performance, the intrinsic 
TC of a single layer is 3000-5000 W/mK

ATLAS ITK module support 
structure  with copper-Kapton co-
cured tape and embedded CO2 
cooling (1.4 m Long)

29

Mu3e

• 50 μm DMAPS
• 25 μm Kapton 

Flexprint
• 50 μm Kapton support 

frame
• < 1‰ Radiation length

Daniela Bortoletto, ICHEP 2018



Challenges in tracking detectors
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Goal: very good momentum resolution, with preferably good PID capabilities

•  SiD, CLICdet, CEPC: all silicon tracker
•  ILD, IDEA, CEPC: silicon + gaseous tracking 

Silicon tracker challenges

ILD TPC

Gas detector challenges

Large surface area of O(100 m2)
Solution: Integrated sensors with large 

pixels/strips (~ 30 μm × 1-10 mm) 

Maintain efficiency and good timing
(despite large detector area)

Mechanical stiffness 
with low-mass materials

Light-weight cooling methods

Hit timing and momentum resolution
Solution: Silicon wrapper around detectors 

Occupancies at high event rates
Meets requirements for ILC

Under study for Z-pole running at CEPC 

Different detectors, each with large B × R2



Detector R&D Time Projection Chamber

Time projection chamber

TPC as tracker studied for ILD, CEPC

⇠ 200 space points along the track

dE/dx measurement for PID

Challenges under study
Hit timing and momentum resolution,
ion back flow, occupancy

Readout: Micro-pattern gas detectors
Double/Triple GEM
Resistive micromegas
Integrated pixel read-out

Large TPC prototype

GEM and Micromegas readout

Talk by Huirong Qi (Thu.)

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 40 / 51

Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

�32

Detector R&D Time Projection Chamber

Time projection chamber

TPC as tracker studied for ILD, CEPC

⇠ 200 space points along the track

dE/dx measurement for PID

Challenges under study
Hit timing and momentum resolution,
ion back flow, occupancy

Readout: Micro-pattern gas detectors
Double/Triple GEM
Resistive micromegas
Integrated pixel read-out

Large TPC prototype

GEM and Micromegas readout

Talk by Huirong Qi (Thu.)
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Detector R&D Time Projection Chamber

Time projection chamber

TPC as tracker studied for ILD, CEPC

⇠ 200 space points along the track

dE/dx measurement for PID

Challenges under study
Hit timing and momentum resolution,
ion back flow, occupancy

Readout: Micro-pattern gas detectors
Double/Triple GEM
Resistive micromegas
Integrated pixel read-out

Large TPC prototype

GEM and Micromegas readout

Talk by Huirong Qi (Thu.)
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Readout: Micro-pattern gas detectors
Double/trip GEMs
Resistive micromegas
Integrated pixel readout

Ion backflow → affects resolution

Solution: Gating concepts and new 
readout modules under study 



Particle flow calorimeters (ILC, CLIC, CEPC and FCC-ee)
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3%-4% jet energy resolution reachable with Particle Flow Analysis (PFA)

Average jet composition
60% charged particles 
30% photons 
10% neutral hadrons

Use best information
60% tracker 
ECAL 
HCAL

Detector R&D Calorimetry

Particle flow calorimeters
Pursued for ILC, CLIC, CEPC and FCC-ee

3%–4% jet energy resolution reachable with Particle Flow Analysis (PFA)

Idea:

Average jet composition

60% charged particles
30% photons
10% neutral hadrons

Always use the best information

60% ! tracker ,
30% ! ECAL ,
10% ! HCAL /

Particle Flow Analysis: Hardware + Software

Hardware: Resolve energy deposits
from di↵erent particles
! High granularity calorimeters

Ejet=EECAL+EHCAL

Software: Identify energy deposits
from each individual particle
! Sophisticated reco. software

Ejet=Etrack+Eg+En

!

!
p+

n
g

ALICE: Yota Kawamura (Tues.), Hongkai Wang (Tue.)

CALICE: Yong Liu (Tue.), Boruo Xu (Tue.), Burak Bilki (Thu.), Imad Laktineh (Thu.)

CEPC: Zhigang Wang (poster)

CMS HGCal: Florian Pitters (Tue.), Francesco Romeo (Tue.), Johan Borg (Thu.)

FCC-hh: Coralie Neubüser (Wed.)

Front-end electronics: Christophe De La Taille (Wed.)
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Particle Flow Analysis: Hardware + Software

Full detector solution



Particle Flow calorimeter options
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Test beam experiments at DESY, CERN, FNAL: 2006 - 2015 
First physics prototypes of up to ~1 m3, ~ 2 m3 (with Tail Catcher Muon Tracker)

Detector challenges: 
- Compact design 
- Calibration of channels 
- Cooling 
- Cost

PFA calorimeter: active layer technologies

�36

Detector R&D Calorimetry

Calorimetry: Active layer technology: Examples

Silicon PIN diodes (1⇥ 1 cm2 in 6⇥ 6 matrices) Scintillator tiles/strips (here 3⇥ 3 cm2) + SiPMs

Resistive place chambers (1⇥ 1 cm2 signal pads)

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 43 / 51

Scintillator tiles/strips 
(here 3 × 3 cm2) + SiPMs 

Studies started on a Crystal (LYSO:Ce + PbWO) ECAL/ Dual readout calorimetry



Dual Readout Calorimeter
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Based on the DREAM/RD52 collaboration 

106 CALORIMETRY

Figure 6.63: The energy resolution for electrons in the copper-fibre module (left) and in the lead-fibre
module (right), as a function of the beam energy. Shown are the results for the two types of fibres, and
for the combined signals. The angle of incidence of the beam particles (✓, �) was (1.5�

, 1.0�). The
size of the beam spot was 10⇥ 10 mm

2.

Figure 6.64: Signal distributions for 20 GeV ⇡
� particles. Shown are the measured Čerenkov (a) and

scintillation (b) signal distributions as well as the signal distribution obtained by combining the two
signals according to Equation 4, with � = 0.45 (c).

In Figure 6.63, the electromagnetic resolution is shown for the 2 matrices.

6.4.4.2 Hadronic Performance

The RD52 lead matrix response was studied with pion and proton beams [36]. High-
multiplicity events ("jets") were also generated by means of a target. The energy was
reconstructed with the dual-readout relation (Eq. 4), that restores a gaussian behaviour
and linearity of the response (Figure 6.64 and Figure 6.65).

The comparison of p and ⇡ signals at 80 GeV is shown in Figure 6.66, confirming
that the method largely compensates for the differences in shower composition.

The limited lateral size of the matrix (about 1 �) allows to collect, in average, ⇠ 90%

of the shower energy so that leakage fluctuations dominate the resolution capability. Leak-
age counters were used to select events about fully contained (that of course, tend to have
a higher fem). The resolution improves by a factor of almost 2 in this case (Figure 6.67).
A second effect affecting resolution is the light attenuation in the fibres, that causes early

Energy resolution for electrons 

Expected resolution:
EM: ~10%/sqrt(E)

Hadronic: 30-40%/sqrt(E)
Dual readout (DR) calorimeter measures both:
- Electromagnetic component
- Non-electromagnetic component

�2FCC Week - Amsterdam, 10 April 2018

Hadron showers development

The hadronic showers are made of two components:
Electromagnetic component:  

from neutral meson (π0, η) decays 
Non electromagnetic component:  

charge hadrons π±, K± (20%)
nuclear fragments, p (25%)
n, soft γ’s (15%)
break-up of nuclei (invisible energy) (40%)[a

ve
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The main fluctuations in the event-to-event calorimeter response are due to:
Large non-gaussian fluctuations in energy sharing em/non-em
Large, non-gaussian fluctuations in “invisible” energy losses
Increase of em component with energy

References: 
NIM A 537 (2004)

The calorimetric performance at collider experiments has always been spoiled by the 
 problem of non-compensation, arising from the dual nature of hadronic showers

The Dual-Readout calorimetry aims at solving this problem by measuring, event 
by event, the relative fraction of the em and non-em components

Fluctuations in event-by-event calorimeter 
response affect the energy resolution

Measure simultaneously: 
Cherenkov light (sensitive to relativistic particles)
Scintillator light (sensitive to total deposited energy)

Several prototypes from RD52
have been built



Dual Readout Calorimeter
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DUAL-READOUT CALORIMETRY 103

Figure 5.52: A possible 4⇡ solution (called "wedge" geometry).

Figure 5.53: (a) Fibre arrangement inside the modules. (b) Dimensions of a module in the barrel
region (at ⌘ = 0): from inside to outside the number of fibres more than doubles.

Figure 5.54: An alternative 4⇡ solution (called "wing" geometry).

Projective 4π layout implemented into CEPC simulation
(based on 4th Detector Collaboration design)

DUAL-READOUT CALORIMETRY 103

Figure 5.52: A possible 4⇡ solution (called "wedge" geometry).

Figure 5.53: (a) Fibre arrangement inside the modules. (b) Dimensions of a module in the barrel
region (at ⌘ = 0): from inside to outside the number of fibres more than doubles.

Figure 5.54: An alternative 4⇡ solution (called "wing" geometry).

Covers full volume up to |cos(θ)| = 0.995

4000 fibers (start at different depths 
to keep constant the sampling fraction) 

Studying different readout schemes
PMT vs SiPM

Based on the DREAM/RD52 collaboration 

Expected resolution:
EM: ~10%/sqrt(E)

Hadronic: 30-40%/sqrt(E)

NEED: large size prototype 
that could contain

full hadronic shower

Demonstration in test beam experiments



Muon Systems
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Chapter 4
ILD Outer Detector

4.1 The ILD muon system/ tail catcher

A stable, highly e�cient muon identification system with excellent hadron rejection is an important
requirement to meet the physics goals of the ILD detector. The ILD muon system provides a number
of measurement stations outside the solenoid coil, which supplement the measurements taken with
the calorimeter system and the tracker. It is used to identify the muons and to act as a tail catcher, to
recover energy which is leaking out of the back of the calorimeter. However, the barrel part location
behind the coil limits its role to fairly high momentum particles.

The muon system/ tail catcher instruments the iron return yoke in the barrel and in the forward
region. The yoke barrel part is equipped with one sensitive layer in front of the iron yoke, 10 layers
spaced 14 cm apart, followed by three sensitive layers spaced by 60 cm apart. The forward part of the
yoke is equipped with 10 layers spaced by 14 cm, followed by two sensitive layers spaced by 60 cm.
The overall layout of the muon system/ tail catcher is shown in Figure III-4.1.

Two main options are investigated for the sensitive layers, scintillator strips equipped with wave-
length shifting fibres and read out with silicon photomultipliers (SiPM), or resistive plate chambers
(RPC). The main parameters of the system are summarised in Table III-4.1.

Figure III-4.1
Sensitive Layers of ILD
Muon System/Tail
Catcher
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ILD: 12-14 sensitive layers

Technologies considered 
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) 

Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) 
Micromegas 

Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) 
Scintillator Strips 

μRwell

Chapter 5. SiD Muon System

level of pion to muon decays. The present design, shown in Figure II-5.2 has ten layers in the barrel
section and nine layers in each endcap. This provides a comfortable level of redundancy (Ø 6 layers)
even in the region between the barrel and endcap. The optimum number of detector layers to cover
the muon identification and tail catching functions was also studied for the CLIC case [129], where
nine layers were found to be su�cient.

Figure II-5.2
Quarter section view
of the SiD steel flux
return.

Barrel  
9 layers + 
1 outside 
solenoid 

Endcap 
9 layers 

≥ 6 layers  
49 o< θ< 62o"

7"*18"cm" 3*36"cm"

5.1 Backgrounds

Backgrounds in the muon system are expected to come primarily from beam losses upstream of the
detector. The muon system is shielded from backgrounds generated at the collision point or along
the internal beam lines by the calorimeters, which are greater than five absorption lengths thick.
Therefore only penetrating backgrounds, such as high-energy muons or neutrons, a�ect the barrel
muon detectors. Calculations [130] of the expected background from muons produced by collimators
near the detector hall predict a rate of 0.8 muons/cm2 per pulse train (1 ms) without muon spoilers,
which is reduced to 3 ◊ 10≠3/cm2 per pulse train with the addition of muon spoilers. Physics
backgrounds from two-photon processes producing hadrons or muon pairs significantly increase the
expected signal rate in the endcap detectors near the beamline. At a radius of 22 cm the expected
rate from hadrons and muons above 2 GeV is Æ 0.04/cm2 per pulse train. The endcap detectors
can also be hit by electromagnetic shower debris from local beam losses and may require additional
shielding

5.2 Detector design

The muon system will start outside of the highly segmented electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
and the 5 T solenoid cryostat at a radius of 3.3 m. In the design shown in Figure II-5.2 the barrel
flux return is divided into seven layers of 18 cm steel and three layers of 36 cm steel in an octagonal
barrel geometry. Endcaps of seven 18 cm thick steel octagons plus three 36 cm octagons will cap
both ends of the barrel. The muon detectors will be inserted in the 4 cm gaps between the plates. In
the barrel a detector layer is also inserted between the solenoid and the first steel plate. The size of
the first barrel layer within each octant is approximately 2.9 m by 5.5 m, while the last layer is 4.7 m
by 5.5 m. The total detector area needed in the barrel is ¥ 1600 m2.

The endcap design is shown in Figure II-5.3 (left). Each octagonal layer is made from three steel
plates bolted together. The spacers between layers are staggered as seen in Figure II-5.3 (right) to
reduce projective cracks in the muon detection. The endcap detectors are subdivided by the spacers
into rectangular or trapezoidal modules ¥ 1.8 m by 5.5 m. Each endcap has a total detector area of
¥ 1000 m2.
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SiD: 9-10 sensitive layers

3 CLIC DETECTOR CONCEPTS

For CLIC, time stamping capabilities of O(1 ns) need to be available for several subsystems. The
event readout will integrate over up to 312 bunch crossings. Time stamping could reduce the pile-up
from two-photon background events to  20 bunch crossings.

3.4 Subsystems
We will briefly introduce the CLIC detector concepts, going from small to large radius. Figures 3.1
and 3.2 show longitudinal and transverse cuts of the major components of CLIC_ILD and CLIC_SiD.
Table 3.1 compares the key parameters of the CLIC and ILC detector designs. Table 3.2 summarises
details of the CLIC_ILD and CLIC_SiD designs.

Fe Yoke

Fig. 3.1: Longitudinal cross section of the top quadrant of CLIC_ILD (left) and CLIC_SiD (right).

Table 3.1: Some key parameters of the ILC and CLIC detector concepts. The inner radius of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter is given by the smallest distance of the calorimeter to the main detector axis. For
the hadronic calorimeter, materials are given both for the barrel (B) and the endcap (E).

Concept ILD CLIC_ILD SiD CLIC_SiD

Tracker TPC/Silicon TPC/Silicon Silicon Silicon
Solenoid Field (T) 3.5 4 5 5
Solenoid Free Bore (m) 3.3 3.4 2.6 2.7
Solenoid Length (m) 8.0 8.3 6.0 6.5
VTX Inner Radius (mm) 16 31 14 27
ECAL rmin (m) 1.8 1.8 1.3 1.3
ECAL Dr (mm) 172 172 135 135
HCAL Absorber B / E Fe W / Fe Fe W / Fe
HCAL lI 5.5 7.5 4.8 7.5
Overall Height (m) 14.0 14.0 12.0 14.0
Overall Length (m) 13.2 12.8 11.2 12.8
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CLICdet: 9 sensitive layers

256 MUON SYSTEM

resolution from the muon detector is relaxed, the number of layers of the RPC solution1

could be greatly reduced. Other gas detectors are also being considered as possible op-2

tions, such as Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM), MicroMegas and Monitored Drift Tubes3

(MDT), although they are not described here.4

7.1 Baseline Design5

BarrelEndcap Endcap

R o
ut

R i
n

Re	×	2Le

Lb

Figure 7.1: The basic layout of the muon system, subdivided in a barrel closed by two endcaps. Lb is
the length of the barrel and Le is the length of each endcap. Rout (Rin) is the outer (inner) radius of
the barrel. Re is the inner radius of each endcap. The extra iron yoke that exists past the instrumented
region is not depicted here.

The CEPC muon system is the outermost component of the whole detector. It is di-6

vided into barrel and endcaps, as shown in Figure 7.1. Both the barrel and endcaps consist7

of azimuthal segmented modules. The segmentation is constrained by the maximum sizes8

of the module and sensitive unit (more segments are required for a larger detector), do-9

decagon segmentation is selected for the baseline design of the CEPC muon system. All10

baseline design parameters are summarized in Table 7.1. These parameters will be further11

optimized together with the inner detectors, in particular the ECAL and the HCAL.12

The number of sensitive layers and the thickness of the absorber (in this case iron) are13

two critical parameters for the muon system. For the baseline design, the total thickness14

of iron absorber is chosen to be 6.7� (the nuclear interaction length of iron) distributed in15

8 layers. The depth of the muon system should be sufficient to effectively reduce the pion16

contamination, while providing muon tracking information together with the inner tracker17

CEPC: 8 sensitive layers
CLD detector layout

CLD model

R [m]

Z [m]

2.1

3.5

4.2

6.0

2.3 3.7 5.4

Full silicon tracking system - provides
>12 hits per track

Fine-grained ECAL and HCAL
optimised for particle flow
reconstruction

Superconducting solenoid is outside of
the calorimeter

Steel return yoke with muon chambers

Forward detector region (< 150 mrad)
is reserved for Machine-Detector
Interface (accommodates LumiCal)

Support structures, cables and
services are included in the model

Oleksandr Viazlo CLD detector model overview 5/ 18

FCC-ee - CLD: 6+1 sensitive layers



Detector for FCC-hh
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100 km, ~100 TeV, pp collider



Pileup: number of pp collisions per bunch crossing (BC)
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Pileup, number of pp collisions per bunchcrossing
LHC: 30
HL-LHC:  140
FCC-hh: 1000

Small time differences between the individual 
collisions  in one BC allow identification with detectors 
having order 10-20ps time resolution.
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FCC-hh: 1000 collisions/BC
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Parameter table
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Parameter Table

31 GHz of pp 
collisions

Pile-up 1000

4 THz of tracks

31 GHz 
collision rate

4 THz 
track rate

30 × 1034  cm-2s-1 
Luminosity



Physics requirements
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Physics Objects will be more boosted100 TeV Collisions

Requirements of high granularity  
(both in tracker and calorimeters)

Top-quark event

Overlapping physics objects Long-lived particles travel longer

5 TeV τ-lepton can travel 10 cm 
          before decaying

5 TeV b-hadron can travel 50 cm 
          before decaying

Requirement of extensive 
precise tracking/vertexing systems



Physics requirements
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Physics Objects will be more boosted100 TeV Collisions

Tracking Calorimeter

Keep constant term as small as possibleTracks target resolution:  
σ(pT)/pT = (10 - 20) % @ 10 TeV

10% @ 1 TeV at LHC

σ(pT)/pT < 1% for low pT tracks
(multiple scattering limit)

Muons target resolution:  
σ(p)/p = 5 % @ 10 TeV (η ~ 0)

Electron/photon target resolution:  
σ(E)/E = 10%/√E ⊕ 1%

Jets target resolution:  
σ(E)/E = (50 - 60)%/√E ⊕ 3%

Transverse granularity 4× better than  
ATLAS and CMS



Reference detector for FCC-hh
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Reference detector for the CDR

• 4T 10m solenoid
• Forward solenoids
• Silicon tracker
• Barrel ECAL Lar
• Barrel HCAL Fe/Sci
• Endcap HCAL/ECAL LAr
• Forward HCAL/ECAL LAr

This is a reference detector that ‘can do the job’ and that is used to define the challenges.
The question about the specific strategy for detectors at the two IPs is a different one.

L* ∼ 40 m in contrast to ~2m for FCC-ee/CEPC 

Challenging radiation levels

Need high-granularity

HL-LHC muon system should work for most of FCC-hh detector areas 

> 20 tracker disks



Comparison with ATLAS and CMS
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Comparison to ATLAS & CMS

50 m length, 20 m diameter



Major Technology R&D for Future Experiments
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Silicon detectors

Gas detectors

Calorimetry

Detector magnets



Major Technology R&D for Future Experiments
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Silicon detectors

Gas detectors

Calorimetry

Detector magnets

LGAD sensor  
Monolithic CMOS sensors 

Large area gaseous detector  
Novel materials and fabrication techniques 

Silicon based calorimetry  
Scintillators+SiPM based detectors  
Liquid Argon detectors 
Dual Readout calorimetry

Reinforced super conductors 
Ultra-light cryostat  
Advanced magnet powering systems 



Major Technology R&D for Future Experiments
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Silicon detectors

Gas detectors

Calorimetry

Detector magnets

Detector mechanics

IC technologies

High speed electronics

Software



Major Technology R&D for Future Experiments
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Silicon detectors

Gas detectors

Calorimetry

Detector magnets

Detector mechanics

IC technologies

High speed electronics

Software

Low-mass mechanical structures  
High performance cooling

Mainstream CMOS technologies (28/16 nm)

ASICs for up to 56 Gb/s data links 
High performance FPGAs  
Optoelectronics 

Faster simulation  
Heterogeneous computing frameworks (GPUs, FPGA) 
Efficient analysis facilities  
Efficient resource sharing across experiments

https://ep-dep.web.cern.ch/rd-experimental-technologies 



Final remarks
The discover of the Higgs at 125 GeV made e+e- circular machines a possibility,  

in addition to linear e+e- colliders 

These precision machines have a broad physics potential and push for new technological 
advances in detectors 

Hadronic machines continue to be tool for the exploration of the highest energies 

Current proposals bring detector challenges  

associated with the large event rates and radiation levels 

There are currently many concurrent studies on detector concepts with demanding 

requirements from physics goals and experimental conditions  
 

Large synergies between collider projects and already approved experiments  

Active detector collaborations and R&D spin-offs �52



FCC-hh Collider Ring and Experiments
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Patrick Janot
11 Oct 2017

Academic Training

Two main IP’s in A, G for both machines

Two High Luminosity IPs A/G

Two Lower Luminosity IPs L/B

Similar to layout at LHC

Æ We decided to work out one general purpose 
reference detector concept. 

Æ Simulated performance of the subsystems was 
used for Physics Studies (DELPHES)

Experiment and Detector(s)



Comparison with LHCb and ALICE
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Comparison to LHCb & ALICE



Interaction region: Machine Detector Interface
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• Radiative	Bhabha	scattering	
• Beam-beam	interactions	
• Synchrotron	radiation	
• Beam-gas	interactions	

Machine induced backgrounds

Studies for new configuration being finalized}
Higgs operation 
(Ecm = 240 GeV)

Rates at the inner layer (16 mm): 
Hit density: ~2.5 hits/cm2/BX 
TID:                2.5 MRad/year  
NIEL:             1012 1MeV neq/cm2 

(Safety factors of 10 applied)

DETECTOR BACKGROUNDS 169

Table 10.1: Higgs machine design parameters fed to the GUINEA-PIG simulation.

Machine Parameters Unit Value

Beam energy GeV 120
Particles per bunch 1.29⇥ 10

11

Beam size �x/�y µm 20.9/0.086
Beam size �z µm 3480
Normalized Emittance "x/"y mm·mrad 284.1/0.845

the contribution from radiative Bhabha scattering after collimation. However, Fig. 10.4(b)
shows that radiative Bhabha leads to much higher TID, which can be understood that
charged particles of higher energies are generated following this process.
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of of hit density (a) and TID (b) due to pair production and radiative Bhabha
scattering.

In addition, Fig 10.5 shows the distributions of non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) due
to pair production and radiative Bhabha scattering. Highest annual NIEL levels are in the
range of 1011 ⇠ 10

12 on the first vertex detector layer (r = 1.6 cm) and decrease at larger
radii.

10.3.4 Beam-gas interactions

Interactions between the beam particles and the residual gas in the beam pipe can induce
electromagnetic showers in the interaction region and enter the detector. Gas pressure is
assumed to be 10

�7 mbar, and results can be linearly rescaled for other pressures. Pre-
liminary result suggests that detector backgrounds induced by beam-gas interaction is
small compared to other types of backgrounds but more detailed evaluation needs to be
performed.

Vertex layer: 
1 2                   3 4                    5 6 


